
Personal Effectiveness



The successful researcher checklist

Have a plan
Network
Publish
Do excellent research
Seek your own funding
Be professional
Take care of yourself

Post-docs, Complex relationship –
independent but joined to 
PI/project

Independent researcher – plan 
and carry out work, analyse 
results, publish, keep up to date, 
perhaps outreach….

https://jobs.newscientist.com/article/time-well-spent-getting-the-most-from-your-postdoc/





Some statistics

SCIENCE POST-DOCS WORK AN AVERAGE  OF 51 
HOURS A WEEK

€12.48/HR, 

TREND IT TO RISING HOURS, 

TYPICALLY WORK LONGER HOURS OUT OF TERM TIME 
(+7HRS)

HENRY FORD, CONSTRUCTION CEOS – 8 HR/DAY, 
KNOWLEDGE WORKERS (WALL STREET)? YEAR 1 , 

YEAR 4 X





EU data



Improving time usage

1.You want to get a current activity 
completed in less time.

or

2. You want to replace a current 
activity with a new one.



3 steps to improving time management

Create a plan

Plan schedule

Audit your time



Benjamin Franklin
What good have I done 

today?



168

• Don’t think in 24 hour blocks. 
Consider your time as a 
week. Anything you devote 
time to at least once a week 
is important

• Do a time audit

- Set a timer and write down 
what you are doing every 
time  the timer goes off



What time is locked in?

Sleep
Eat

Hygiene
Caring duties

Commuting

Others?

7 hr
1:30 hr

:30 hr
? hr
1 hr

? hr

Can you use this time 
more productively?



Prioritise important 
activities first

Turn off email

set deadlines

Manage other 
people (or make 

them manage 
themselves)

Know your 
personal rhythm

Create your 
environment

Use the margins

Identify your 
pitfalls

80/20 – well 
enough



The time management formula
Productivity = k(time)(efficiency)

Jo’seffectiveness formula
effectiveness= k(productivity)(prioritisation)

So what tools can we use?
to do lists, action plans, Covey, Allen, Crillo



What are your priorities?

Prioritisation techniques

Paired comparison analysis

Have a plan
Network
Publish
Do excellent research
Seek your own funding
Be professional
Take care of yourself



Paired Comparison Analysis

Used for unclear goals/priorities where there are many options or very 
different options

Works out the relative importance of different options

Where there is little objective data to base decision on

When alternatives are different/distinct



Choosing a school for my kid
A: CAO 
points

B: sporting
tradition

C: social 
/ASD

D: distance 
from home

E:language F:ethos G: Fees

A: CAO 
points

A,1 A,1 A,3 A,3 A,3 A,3

B: sporting
tradition

C,1 B,2 B,1 B3 B3

C: social 
/ASD

C,3 C,2 C,3 C,2

D: distance 
from home

D,1 D,1 D,3

E:language E,2 E,1

F:ethos G,1

G: Fees



Choosing a school for my kid

A: CAO points 14

B: sporting 9

C: social/ASD 11

D: distance 5

E: language 2

F: ethos 0

G: fees 1



A: chair a committee

B: gain professional 
membership

C: 1st author on next 
publication

D: get a (travel) grant

E: increase salary

F: improve H index by 5

G: invited to speak 
internationally



Six sigma tool: Action priority matrices
When your wish list exceeds  your available time

Identifies the order to get the most important things done first

Good for big picture priorities

Related technique: 

Johari window (self knowledge)

Eisenhower matrix (4Ds)

Ansoff matrix (risk)

Boston matrix (ROI)

Quick wins

Fill ins

Major 
projects

Thankless 
tasks

IM
PA

C
T

EFFORT
low

low

high

high
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email

Longer Duration
Productivity ↓
Stress ↑

Self-interruptions
Productivity ↑
Stress –

Batching
Productivity ↑
Stress -
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To do lists

• Perfect for little tasks that might otherwise 

get forgotten

• List is a misnomer – needs organising

• Must be actionable tasks 

• Must be prioritised

• Have limits (3 per daily list, 20 overall)

• Some tools

• Microsoft to do

• TickTick (embeds calendars)

• Google Tasks

• Wunderlist (cross platform, my favourite)



To Do lists – Actions Programmes

• Once you start progressing in your career – projects become less 
linear & you’ve multiple responsibilities

• Collections

• Pruning

• Organising and prioritising
• Review and group

• Prioritise

• Put into action programme (next lists, delegated lists, project catalog)

• working



David Allen’s Input Processing technique

• Getting things done (2002)



Time management Matrix









The pomodoro technique (25-5)x4

 Minimise distractions, discourages 
multitasking, reduced procrastination, heart 
health, ADD/ADHD, more lightbulb
moments, better afternoon concentration 
(pacing)

 Distracting for some, inconsiderate of 
colleagues or customers, breed inflexibility
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Pareto Analysis

For solving problems

1. List problems

2. Identify root causes

3. Score problems

4. Group (by rc)

5. Sum

6. action

80% 
results

20% effort



An example

# problem Root cause Score/ 
frequency

1

2

3

4

5

6



Generating Ideas
For researchers



Steve Jobs

Creativity is just connecting things. When you ask creative people how 
they did something, they feel a little guilty because they didn’t really do 
it, they just saw something. It seemed obvious to them after a while. 
That’s because they were able to connect experiences they’ve had and 
synthesize new things. And the reason they were able to do that was 
that they’ve had more experiences or they have thought more about 
their experiences than other people.”



Paul Dirac

The measure of greatness in scientific idea is the extent to which it 
stimulated thought and opens up new lines of research



Research life cycle

Idea

Collaborators

Proposal research

dissemination



Some trade offs
Research Ideas

Publication

Novel ideas Ideal implementation

IP/Commercialisation



The Torrance test
• IQ, social-relational , creativity (TTCT)



Alternative uses

Fluency – how many uses you can come up with

Originality – how uncommon those uses are (e.g. “router restarter” is more uncommon 
than “holding papers together”)

Flexibility – how many areas your answers cover (e.g. cufflinks and earrings are both 
accessories, aka one area)

Elaboration – level of detail in responses; “keeping headphones from getting tangled up” 
would be worth more than “bookmark



Incomplete figures



Problem Solving 



Why is creativity important in Research

Stage 1: Infancy

Stage 2:Rapid development

Stage 3: maturity



Blocks to creativity

Fear of failure

Ambiguity discomfort

Wanting to conform

Worry about practicalities (.e.g resource availability)

Rigidity (thinking and execution)



Taking risks with research

• Creative people are much more likely to take risks

• What kinds of risks can researchers take? Possible criticism? Releasing 
the security of old habits? Fostering a challenging mindset? Living 
with ambiguity?







FINER – selecting a topic form multiple ideas

Feasible Interesting Novel

Ethical Relevant

<also consider PESTLE –
is it politically 

acceptable, applicable, 
economic, 

sustainable….)



Linus Pauling
The best way to have a good idea is 
to have lots of ideas


